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BINÔME IN A FEW WORDS

With binôme, science becomes an inspiration for theatre ! 
binôme is an original and innovative project imagined in 2010 by Thibault Rossigneux, director of the 
french theatre company « les sens des mots ». It is the result of a collaboration between contemporary 
playwrights and scientists, following a very strict protocole.
After a short and unique meeting with a scientist, the author has six weeks to write a 30 minutes-play for 3 
characters. The result is sensitive, often funny and offers us an unusual sight towards Science and scientists.
A binôme performance lasts a bit more than one hour and includes videos, the directed reading of the play 
and exchanges between the audience, the artistic team and the scientist. It is divided into the following 
four steps :
 • Video extracts of the single encounter between scientist & playwright (12min.)
 • Stage reading of the play by the collective of actors/directors les sens des mots (30min.)
 • Video extracts of the scientist’s reaction after he / she has just read the play (3min.)
 • An exchange between the audience, the artistic collective and the scientist (if present) (20 to 30min.)

Why did I imagine binôme ?
My idea came out of this question : what is the common point between two people who seem naturally 
opposite, as they evolve in completely different spheres ? Actually, one dedicates his life to research, the 
other one to writing. Though those two worlds may seem at first sight really different, each mutually 
enriches the other, giving birth to an original and artistic work. binôme enables the realm of science to 
be discovered in a non-didactic and original way. Both are moved by intuition, doubt, effort and passion. 
binôme underlines a form of scientific poetry.

Thibault Rossigneux

A 37 PLAY SERIES

binôme is today a 37 play-series. All plays follow the same rules and are created during the Festival d’Avignon 
in France every July.
Supported by diverse partners from the scientific and cultural fields (CNRS, CEA, Inserm, IRD, Ineris, Faïence-
rie-Théâtre de Creil, Festival d’Avignon, SACD...), we found out multiples disciplines such as biology, random 
mathematics, paleoclimatology, sustainable chemistry, public health... We understood new knowledge but 
also considered the moral, ethical and societal implications of science and the role of searchers.
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A LARGE AND CURIOUS AUDIENCE

binôme is an unexpected experience for the audience. It targets people from 12 years old passionate about 
Theatre, Science or both disciplines, as well as people who are curious to discover a new, original and acces-
sible form of performance. People who are looking for scientific content as people who are looking for the 
artistic aspect will be pleased with binôme, it is a form of scientific poetry.
binôme has also an important educational purpose as it can be seen as a mediation and communication 
non-didactic tool.
The four precise steps of the show enable the audience to follow the way the project was built, which is 
always really interesting and make the audience feel part of the project itself. The mutiple and diverse formats 
(videos, plays, meetings) are also very entertaining and help to keep the audience focused.
By meeting the team at the end of the performance, binôme becomes an interactive performance and fasci-
nating conversations usually take place.

BINÔME IN INDONESIA

Two plays of the binôme collection will be presented during our tour in Indonesia. Every performances will 
include the two shows following each other and will end with a common moment of exchange between the 
audience and the artistic team. The whole performance will last two hours. 

Souris Chaos (Chaos Mouse in eng.)
From a brief encounter between the playwright Frédéric Sonntag and the specialist of physiopathology of 
obesity, Daniela Cota (Inserm), was born this cruel and witty comedy about food as catharsis. On the set of 
a cooking show, three characters breathe life into the author’s words inspired by the scientist, revealing the 
excesses of our consumer society and the chaos of our own addictions. ‘Even after having eaten, I still felt 
emptiness and I had the feeling that I had to fill such emptiness’.

A condition d’avoir une table dans un jardin (eng. title to be translated)
Written by Gérard Watkins, following his encounter with Edmond Dounias, ethnobiologist (IDR)
A Pygmy shows up at a boho couple’s place, they bought an exotic wood dining table nine years earlier and 
apparently did not read the general conditions... With kindness and subtlety, he starts a sociological analysis 
of this couple who are losing their landmarks step by step. 

Workshops
Additionnaly to the performances we offer, we also propose doing worshops with groups of adults and/or 
teenagers participants (20 per workshop), around the Arts and Science thematic of binôme. The workshop 
lasts two to three hours and consists in a writing and theatrical practice class : 
Inspired by the original concept of binôme, the workshop offers the participants to explore Science 
throught Fiction and Theatre. One simple instruction : tell in a few minutes to your partner (the group is 
split into duos), the most extraordinary anecdote you have in relation with Science (a moment in biology 
class when you were a student, an interest into a scientific matter...etc.). From that moment, every parti-
cipant take the floor in front of the entire group and has to reproduce, truthfully or not, the informations 
gathered from his partner. The audience is proactive in this exercice as they need to judge the veracity of 
the tale ! 
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THE COMPANY LES SENS DES MOTS
les sens des mots means « the meaning of words ».
As this name might suggest, we enjoy working on beautiful texts, especially with contem-
porary authors and new wirtings. We also insist on mixing disciplines. We want our work 
and theatre to be open-minded and not self-centered. We target a large and diverse au-
dience.
Therefore, we work in collaboration with directors, singers, dancers, choreographers, mu-
sicians, actors, videasts, scientists... For example : La nuit des images or Green Trip 2109 

created in Paris for the Nuit blanche, or Rouge ou Bleu selon l’intensité, Seul en scène à trois, with the actor 
and musician Gwenaëlle Simon created in Cesson-Sévigné.
We made theatre and medicine meet by presenting Un trait de l’esprit, a Margaret Edson’s play to a medic 
and paramedic audience.
Afterwards Thibault Rossigneux, the company’s artistic director, imagined binôme in 2010. So far, 37 bi-
nômes have been created.
In january & february 2014, he directed Corps Etrangers, a Stephanie Marchais’ play in le Théâtre de la 
Tempête in Paris ; in 2016 he directed Une famille aimante mérite de faire un vrai repas, a Julie Aminthe’s 
play at the Monfort-Théâtre in Paris ; in 2017 he directed Extrêmophile, an Alexandra Badea’s play at the 
TnBA in Bordeaux. 
With Elizabeth Mazev, he writes and interprets Réduit, a saga about neigborhood.
He also directed Parking Song, a play Sonia Chiambretto wrote after she met Arthur Leblois, researcher in 
Paris Descartes University. 
In partnership with theatres and public institutions, the compagny works a lot with amateur artists (Creil, 
Nanterre and Bolandoz) and create shows : VaniT.V – Idole mode d’emploi, TOAST, TAF – la comédie labo-
rieuse...
In 2018, he co-wrote with Julie Ménard and directed Les garçons ne pleurent pas, a musical one man show 
about the difference between men and women. 
Thibault Rossigneux is actually working on his next creation : his first young public play, which will be 
written with the author Julie Ménard. Je suis vert ! will be around the thematic of environment and will be 
the result of the collaboration with a researcher in ecology. 
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